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Key Question
Why do prospects choose to buy 

(or—more importantly—to not buy) 
your franchise opportunity?



Are you ready for the truth?

QuickTime™ and a
Sorenson Video 3 decompressor
are needed to see this picture.



SuperBowl XLI Scorecard 
Who connected … and who bombed?



QuickTime™ and a
Sorenson Video 3 decompressor
are needed to see this picture.



GoDaddy.com 
“Marketing”

• The second-lowest rated ad on SuperBowl XLI
• Why do people hate these ads?
• How out of touch is the company? They ran the ad 

TWICE!



QuickTime™ and a
Sorenson Video 3 decompressor
are needed to see this picture.



SalesGenie.com 
“Success”

• The lowest-rated ad on SuperBowl XLI
• Why did this ad fail to connect?
• Oncde again, running the ad more often did not 

help.



QuickTime™ and a
Sorenson Video 3 decompressor
are needed to see this picture.



Budweiser 
“Dirty Dog”

• The top-rated ad on SuperBowl XLI
• Why did people love this ad?



Key Concept
People make buying decisions 

based on their feelings, 
then rationalize those decisions 

with facts.



The Role of Emotions
Reasons to Believe (RTBs)
• The University of Texas
• Carnegie Mellon University
• The Gallup Employee Engagement tool
• The Strategic Alignment Survey by Integro Learning
• The University of Rochester School of Medicine
• The last time someone you know bought a car
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Why Do People Buy?
• Security
• Convenience
• Self-Improvement
• Recognition
People buy products or services to gain 
emotional rewards and use logic to justify 
their purchase.
There’s also evidence that, the stronger the emotional 
engagement, the quicker your prospects will buy.



The Real “Why”
• When they don’t buy, they may give you 

rational reasons, but—assuming they 
were properly qualified—the real reason 
is usually emotional

• Emotional reasons are harder to find … 
and harder to fix



To Sum Up
• In addition to rational decision drivers

– We simply have to deal with emotions!

• We need a process to uncover them and 
manage our selling efforts in light of them



Park your emotions at the front door!



But it’s More than Emotions
• Candidates also bring perceptions

– Some are accurate and some are not!
• Perceptions of…

– Franchise as a trusted brand – or not
– Franchisor as a trusted business ‘partner’ – or not
– Franchisees as role models 
– HQ employees as caring – or not
– HQ employees as talented – or not



We need a 
strategy to 
navigate 
the fog of 
emotions and 
perceptions



“Targeting and 
positioning are 
the keys to 
business 
success.  Nail 
these two 
decisions and 
everything good 
follows.”

Philip Kotler



Targeting
• Who are you selling to?

• Who do you want to hear your message?

• Who do you need to carry your message?



Target Audiences
• The Prospect

– Early stage
– Qualified
– Candidate
– Franchise Acceptors
– Franchise Rejectors

• Other Parties
– Brokers/Consultants
– HQ Employees
– Franchisees
– HQ Employees
– Franchisee Customers 

and Prospective 
Customers



Positioning
• So what is it that we want our targets to 

perceive about the brand?
– Relevance (highly motivating)
– Difference (unique and defensible)

• Our job as marketers is to communicate 
these points to each target audience 



The Buying Process
• I’ve had enough, it’s time for a change…
• What are my options?
• OK, so this is overwhelming…
• Can I get a little help here?
• Do I really trust what they’re telling me?
• Can I identify with these franchisees?
• What aren’t they showing me?
• Decision time… can I live with this decision?





Unlike most roller coasters, 
the emotional peaks and valleys 

get bigger 
as we near the end!



So How do We Get Started?
• You have to speak with each group

– No single group will/can give you a 
complete picture

• Uncover the perceptions and emotions 
at each point in the process



Begin with an Emotional Audit
• Identify each group that participates in 

the sales process

• Define the key steps in the process

• Always keep the candidate’s perspective



In-depth 
Interviews

• Identify key motivators at 
each stage 

• Listen for emotional 
triggers/drivers 
– How do these vary from stage 

to stage? 

• What are the key concerns 
at each stage?

• Detect cues that shift the 
emotional balance



Use a 3rd Party for the Interviews

• People often hear what they want to 
hear.

• People often say what they think you 
want to hear.
– In the US we’re just too polite to tell you 

the bad news directly



Check the Basics First
• Is the targeting working?

– Are these the right candidates?
– Are they being qualified effectively?

• Is the positioning getting through?
– Are perceptions as they should be?
– Is the brand relevant and different?



Examine Your Key Messages
• Are they getting through?

– Are they intact or altered by the process?
• What degree of consistency do you find?
• Is intervention required?

– Training
– Collateral
– More personal contact



Look for the Dual Forces
• Positive

– Trust in the Franchisor
– Affinity with other Franchisees
– Belief in the ‘system’

• Negative
– Perceptions/emotions that undermine trust
– Reinforcement of pre-existing fears



What Emotions are Present?
• Assume that emotions were present

– It’s your job to identify them
• Probe using open-ended questions
• Avoid an operationally-centric approach

– Keep the focus on the interviewee’s 
perspective



Identify Non-Verbal Messages
• What other messages are you sending?

– Actions, e.g. is there a sense of urgency
– How do you show you care? 
– Follow through on inquiries
– Visual design of printed materials

• Images chosen to represent the brand



Key Questions to Ask
• At which stage of the process does each message 

enter?

• What is the emotional state of the prospect at that 
point in time?

• What is the rational content it needs to deliver?

• What is the emotional content it needs to reinforce?



Are we sending cues that reinforce the 
positive messages and increase trust

- or -

Are we sending cues that detract from the 
messages and reinforce our prospect’s 

fears (perceived risks)



Mistakes to Avoid
• Interviewing only friends of the brand
• Framing the discussion from an internal 

perspective
• Missing an entire group of actors
• Leading the interviewees with our own 

biases
• Jumping to conclusions prematurely 



Ponder this…

What would have to be 
true for this comment to 
reflect a broader issue?



Pulling it All Together

• Objective: 
achieve strong 
alignment with 
prospects’ 
emotional and 
perceptual filters



Case 1: Inside-Out Thinking
• Management wanted to know how to 

reduce their dependence on brokers
• When we spoke with candidates who 

were both acceptors and rejectors, the 
picture was clear: 
– Everyone but management placed great 

value on the role that brokers played



Case 1: Inside-Out Thinking
• Rather than de-value brokers, this 

Franchisor gained a new appreciation 
for the impact of the broker/consultant 
community. Today they’re working hard 
to bring more value to this key group.
—Including understanding their emotions 

and perceptions



Case 2: The Inquisitor
• Management asked us to examine their 

Discovery Day – to conduct an emotional 
audit of the process

• An unexpected finding: at the time of peak 
emotional vulnerability – and counter to their 
expectations of a warm welcome – 
candidates found themselves being 
interrogated by a disgruntled employee



Case 2: The Inquisitor
• Management addressed their personnel 

issue and restructured elements of the 
qualification process to fit with the 
emotional needs of Discovery Day.



Case 3: Vexing Visuals
• We conducted the emotional audit among all 

stakeholder groups as well as an extensive review of 
the brand’s marketing collateral

• The human contact and personal interactions were 
going great. Wherever we looked we found 
consistent messages.

• The problem lay in the client’s marketing collateral. 
The web site and the printed materials significantly 
undermined their carefully scripted brand perceptions 
and failed to reinforce the positive emotional 
response among candidates.



Case 3: Vexing Visuals
• In addition, the sequencing of the 

messages in the materials was at odds 
with the emotional needs of candidates 
as they moved through the purchase 
decision.

• A redesign/rebranding is underway.



Questions?



Thank You!
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